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IRISH BUILDI G SERVICES NEWS
Unique ATM Concept For Unique Building
Pictured above is the Bull building at the unique two billion Franc CNIT "communication and
exchange centre" in Paris recently completed in a record 15-month building programme. Carrier
developed a new ATM (air treatment module) for the Bull section of the complex which consists of 35
office floors covering 55,000 sq m. Incorporated are 2,300 of the ATM units which correspond to a
total cooling load of around 3,500 kW and a heating load of 2,500 kW.
Frank J Donohoe, Commercial
Sales Manager, Barlo Heating
Ltd. Over the last few months
Frank has spearheaded the
introduction of a new, more
orchestrated marketing/sales
drive by Barlo which has
already made an impact on the
existing market share "status
quo" of the radiator
marketplace. Frank has spent
a total of 18 years servicing the
building services industry and
is widely known and respected
throughout the business,
especially by the specifying
sector.
Woodleigh Ltd of Ballingate,
Co Wicklow - suppliers of
pressure switches. pressure
sensors. thennostats, flow
switches, temperature
sensors, humidity sensors,
HVAC controls and valves
and actuators - has
recently been appointed sole
agent for three companies.
Woodleigh
Appointments
These are Binar (UK) Ltd,
manufacturers of rotary and
linear damper motors:
Electro Controls Ltd,
manufacturers of
thennostats, pressure
SWitches, transducers and
flow/level switches: and
Titan Products Ltd,
manufacturers of a range of
temperature and humidity
sensors suitable for
operation with most BMS
companies outstations.
industry be
realistic..,things are
definitely going to get very
tough. But let's not allow
that scenario to deflate our
enthusiasm.
Lel's be positive and devise
various strategies to meet
this looming recessionary
phase head on.
To succumb totally to the
pessimistic view will leave
the door wide open for your
more optimistic and
aggressive competitor.
No, that is not to suggest
that we here in Ireland are
insulated from the impact
of world economic
recessionary forces. There
is no doubt but that the
next 12 months in
particular will be a testing
time for all in the building
services sector.
Consultants have been
feeling the pinch since
January while the product
supply and contracting
sectors are also showing
the signs of strain. Indeed,
'l1dustry has seen a
IllTl'nber of significant
liquidations since the
beginning of the year with
other companies known to
be in difficulties.
However. faced with such
gloomy prospects. it's
imperative that the
industry adopts a positive
approach. Of course
business cannot be created
where none exists but
there is a very grave
danger that the "doom and
gloom" merchants will
create such a pessimistic
atmosphere that what
prospects do exist will
not be fully taken
advantage of.
Undoubtedly, it's
imperative that the
Let's Be
ete ,OSI Ive.
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HEATING &VENTILATION SYSTEMS FOR EVERY
SITUATION - MANUFACTURED IN IRELAND.
MARKIM=RAAOUA
MARK INFRA HT
P.=~:=~IPment.
House,
Roch88 Street, Umerick.
Tel: 061-317417
Fax: 061-310951.
Brian Mulhare Assoclales.
112 Lower Baggol Slreet.
Dublin 2
Tel: 01-614803.
01-762947.
Fax: 01-610920.
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IRISH PLUMBING REPORT
NRG Management Consultancy has just released the third report on the
Irish plumbing market.
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The Gas Installation Certification Programme.
Examples from the Grundfos in-line range,
designated LM/LP. See page 16.
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TRADE NEWS
The "Thennomu" system which can perfonn effectively in
Irish conditions throughout the year, according to Moy
Materials Managing Director Bemard Brennan (left). seen
here showing the vacuum tube collector at the heart of the
system with Clive Jeffers. sales consultant.
Want some Business? ...
Go to Jail
SOLAR ENERGY
'BREAKTHROUGH'
The full range of product
which will be present in
the H & V section at
Interbuild are heating. air
conditioning, insulation.
buildin~ services.
ventilating and control
systems. radiator and
accessoJi s.
companies who exhibited
in the section in 1989 have
already reserved their
stands at the NEC in
Birmingham.
Approval for the sections
stronger identity is being
shown through stand
reservations by new
exhibitors such as
Honeywell Controls while
others, such as APV Vent-
Axia are taking more space
after a successful first time
at Interbuild '89.
A strong representation
from the principal heati~
indusllies -- oil, solid f.
gas fired and electrical --
renects the level of interest
always shown in this area
at the exhibition. In 1989
a leap of 40% in the
number of visitors
specifically interested in
electric central heating and
ventilation systems made
very good business for
exhibitors selling these
products. As a result.
Stielbel Eltron. Dimplex,
Vortice and Xpelair will be
back at Interbuild this year
with an overall increase in
space.
Polterton Myson,
Brassware Sales, BaAi
Heating. Vaillant
Worchester Heat Systems,
amongst many others will
present gas. oil and solid
fuel cenlral heating
systems while a central
section has been r erved
in the H&V Hall for fire and
I fireplace exhibitors -- a
successful new sub-section
in '89.
situations the experience
gained from Thermomax
units operating
successfully in over 30
countries.
Mr Brennan said that
Thermomax offers a
proven, effective and
durable system for one of
our commonest energy
needs - the heating of
water for domestic or other
use. "In all cases it will
pay back the investment
through savings in
conventional fuels." he
said.
H&VAt
Interbuild 91
Key manufacturers in the
heating. ventilating and air
conditioning industries are
leading the damand for
I stand space in Interbuild's
H & V section this
November (24 to 29
inclusive) To date. 68% of
company of Moy, which
will bring to Irish
Justice Minister Ray Burke recently announced that
£8 million will be spent on building and maintenance
work in the nation's prisons.
The major portion of the £8 million to be spent on
prisons will be directed towards the general
improvement of physical conditions.
This will include the construction of a new unit within
Mountjoy Prison to provide accommodation for
offenders suffering from infectious diseases. Money is
also to be spent on the refurbishment of the
accommodation in St. Patrick's Institution, which
includes the existing Womens Prison.
The other capital works of upgrading services will be
undertaken at Portlaoise. Limerick, Loughan House
and Fort MitcheI. Spike Island.
A claimed breakthrough in
solar energy technology
which can perform
effectively in Irish
conditions throughout the
year was introduced to the
market recently.
-rhermomax" solar energy
systems convert direct and
diffused solar radiation
into heaL. Utilising
sophisticated design
features and specially-
developed materials.
-Once you have a collector
system which does not
require bright sunshine all
the time. lhere is enough
solar radiation available in
Ireland to supply. for
example. up to 60% of a
family household's
domestic hot water
annually," according to
Bemard Brennan,
Managing Director of Moy
Materials.
The Thermomax systems
will be installed by a
newly-formed associate
2 BSNews. February 1991
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Finally, I do agree with your analysis of the competitive arena. The competition has
certainly increased in the last wo years. However. the downturn in the market will
cause a shake out and the eventual survivors will b those who have proven their
staying power over the years.
Regards.
Kieran l3uller.
rvi ·cs Manaoer. Walker Air onditionin.g.
lWEX '91 (International
Water and Effluent
Treatment Exhibition)
looks certain to be a major
international water show,
Eighty per cent of the
increased exhibition space
has been reserved \vith
bookinos from nearly 300
companies. The show is
now larger than the 1990
I alional Water Exhibition
- the earlier name for this
international event.
The exhibition \vill be held
at 'EC Birmingham. Dates
for the show are 17-19
Septembner 1991.
The exhibition covers every
fa et of the water business
from extraction,
purification and
distribution of dlinking
water, to the treatment of
domestic and industrial
waste waters and effluents.
BSNews. February 1991 3
company's output from the
Castleblaney factory is
exported to the UK and
Europe so the importance
of having BS 5750
recognition, in addition to
the Irish standards [S 300
and [S 9000, cannot be
over-estimated", according
to Tommy McCabe,
Product Development
Manager at Shelter-
Plaschem."
"More and more European
companies use the BS
5750 as a prequisite when
they are choosing
suppliers", McCabe
continues. "It is one of the
most respected
internationaIIy-accepted
and recognised standards.
[t's so important that if you
don't hav it you simply
are not considered to be
serious about doing
business in Europe," he
concluded.
IIWEX'91
The British Standards Institute (BSI) has awarded Shelter-
Plaschem the prestigious BS 5750 quality standard which
is the top European standard for quality assurance
systems. Pictured with the award are Brendan Smith,
Quality Controller and Tommy McCabe, Product
Development Manager at Shelter-Plaschem. The company
is the first Irish-based insulation company to be awarded
BS 5750 trcognition.
LETTER
Sir
[ read your para 'raph "Buoyancy in the AC Sector" and felt [ should make some
comments on what [ consider to be inaccurate forecasting.
Economic growth in this country has definitely slowed down. Some of the factors
responsible for this are:
(a) The recesion in the economy of our main trading partner. the UK:
[b) The "meaningful downturn" in the economy of the USA;
[c) Due to the Gulf crisis higher oil import prices directly slowing growth and more
importanlly, this situation is affecting business and consumer confidence.
Cou pled to the above is the poor ou tpu t projections for 1991 that many of the leading
analysts have produced. These range from 0% to 1% (Jan. '91 predictions). With
e (actors taken into account, [ would feel that there will be a tightening up of
xpenditure on all but necessaI)' it ms. Unfortunately, although it pains me to say it.
comfort conditioning does notlall into the area of nece Sity. -
urthermore, much refurbishment has been carried out in the past either \vith the
Relief for investment in Corporate Trade [BES). incentive in mind. or \\<;th the Urban
Renewal Reliefs in mind, The dilution in the BES will almost certainly fC! ct the
refurbishment sector.
With I' spect to the Urban Renewal pro ramme one must ask how m ch more office
pace can be actually occupied.
Based on these /actors. [ would consider that the up win~ of the AC market in '89 and
'90 \vill definitely fall olT to something similar to the '8 output.
Shelter
Plaschem
Awarded BS
5750
The British Standards
Institute (BSI) has awarded
Shelter-Plaschem the
prestigious BS 5750
quality standard which is
the top European standard
for quality assurance
systems. The company is
the first Irish based
laLion company to be
a'r rded BS 5750
recognition.
"Eight per cent of the
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main advantage of using the
Injector is to avoid continual
acce s to the feed and
expansion tank.
Operational feature include:-
Spe jail -designed nozzle fit
010 t radiator air vents:
Allows last introdu Lion of all
Femox lreatm n -: Tough
construction for a long life:
Integral pump: Fitted
pres ure relief valve; 5-litre
reservoir capacity;
Translucent reservoir to
monitor progress: Easily filled
and rinsed out.
Details from Hevac Ltd. 70/72
Lower Dorset Street. Dublin I.
TeI01-301211:
Fax 01-301990.
Lnterdab Ltd have introduced
a new range of all electronic
control panels. which are now
available in Irelcmd from
Consolidated Pumps.
A range of 3 level control
panels - Interdab reference
MS!. 1 for up to I. IkW and the
MS2 for up to 2.kW - are
single probe. low level panels
for Single-phase pumps.
The fun 'Lion of the prob' is.
detect when the water level
drops below a predetermined
level. Il has a built in timer
adjustable between 3 and 12
minute intervals to prevent
the pump restarting too
qUickly.
The Interdab TS4 Control
Panel up to 4kW is a 3 phase
or single-phase panel which
can operate either on single-
probe with timer in the same
way as MS panels for
protection purposes. or can be
switched to operate on 2-
probes giving conventional
high and low level cont.rol
operation.
The TS4 also has electronic
over-current protection with a
I warning light which indicateS
Femox Injector for adding
treatment to domestic heating
systems· Details from Hevac.
-----e
_______ 1 New Control
Injector I Panel from
Treatment Interda
and being less corrosive than
chlorine.
Multipack also contains
biodispersants which means
that in addition to maintaining
a clean system. the bromine
al 0 kills both the bacteria
liVing in the water d those
liVing in biofilms on the
surfaces within the system.
Additionally. bromine has
been shown to be effective at
reducing the risk of
Legionnaires Disease.
Details from:
DuBois Chemcials Ltd.
Swan House. Peregrine
Business Park. Gomm Road.
High Wycombe. Bucks
HP 13 lYZ.
Tel: 0494-452929
Fax: 0494-452895
The Femox Injector provid s a
fast and easy method of
introducin water treatment
chemicals into domestic
central heating systems.
The large-capacity reservoir
enables up to 5 litres of
treatment to be injected in a
single operation.
With sealed systems. the use
of the injector proVides a qUick
and simple method of
treatment not preViously
available.
Legionnaires
Disease
DuBois has launched
Muitipack. the new tWin-pack
liqUid bromine product for
cooling water treatment. [t
consists of two components -
Multi Active and Multi Base
which. when mixed to ether in
the cooling system. form an
effective bromine based
biocide. Bromide has the
benefit of bein f f~lster actin~.
exhibiting a better kill rate
4 BSNews. Febnwry. 1991
bodies with dual-tempered
glass windows and Buna-N
gaskets. Choose five blade
ABS spinner (300SS) for lower
110ws or stainless l1apper
(360SS) for higher 110ws with
lower pressure drop.
A third version without
spinner or l1aper (350SS)
allows observation of l1uid
color or opacity. Maximum
rated pressure is 125 psig:
temperature 200 eg.F.
For details contact:
Manothem1 Ltd. The Control
Centre. 4 Walkinstown Road.
Dublin 12.
Tel: 01-522355
Fax: 01-516955
Sight Flow
Indicators
1\vo smaller size stainless
steel sight Oow indicators are
now available in the series
300SS from Manotherm Ltd.
New 1/4" and 3/8" NP1'
female models have been
added to original units which
range from 1/2" to 1-1/4".
All feature one-piece 316SS
Above: Sight Flow
Indicators from
Manotherm
W
Products
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Pr ducts
over-current before the power
is switched off.
All the units have available a
volt-free contact which can be
used to give visible or audible
alann warning when low level
cut-out occurs in the single
probe mode.
Primarily intended for use
with bore hole installations,
these panels can be adapted
for other applications. The
panels replace the existing
lnterdab S06 and S08 level
control panels.
For details contact:
Consolidated Pumps Ltd,
Knockmeenagh Road,
Clondalkin, Dublin
Tel: 01-593471
Fax: 01-591093.
Maintenance
Reading Guides
With regular maintenance of
building services now being
recognised as a necessity and
an increasingly serious
matter, the Building Services
Research and Information
Association (BSRIA) has just
Interdab Electronic Control
Panel available from
Consolidated Pumps.
published a pair of
bibliographies that proVide a
ready reference to the wealth
of literature that currently
exists on the subject of
building services
maintenance.
The Reading Guides ontain
selected references to
authoritative works on the
subject, including general
discussion documents,
educational texts and relevant
British and other standards.
For each reference an abstract
is provided indicating the
salient points covered in the
article.
Both reading gUides have been
arranged in groups reflecting
major areas of interest within
the overall subject of building
services maintenance.
Examples of such groups
include ~Costs in use",
MIXVENT vsntac & co.ltd. ventilation and air movement products
The Revolutionary new range of S & P 'in line' Fans
After 40 years of experience in the field of ventilation, S&P
launches the Mixvent Fans. the best solution to any ventilation
problem where ducting is necessary and high efficiency is required.
The advantages of the Mixvent Fans.
-Superbly efficient.
-Extra slim profile.
-Easy to install and remove.
-Low noise level.
=sventae&co.ltd. @=
Grand Canal Quay, Dublin 2. Telephone: 713499. Telex: 39724. Fax: 713890
BSNews. February 1991 5
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lAC's new 52 page catalogue provides useful guidance in selecting
duct silencers for air handling systems.
Flow Sensor
The Euroventer may be fitted
to any standard Reznor heater
using a recommended
adaptor. or alternatively to
other manufacturer's units
proViding special care is t
in connecting the wiring a
nue pipe to ensure safety and
efficiency of operation.
Details from: Reznor UK.
Park Farm Road. Folkstone.
Kent CTl9 5DR.
Tel: 0303-59141.
Fluid now sensing in domestic
central heating systems.
showers and mains water
systems is provided by the
new FS now switch from
Gentech International.
I Designed to comply \vith
Water Council approval
I
requirements. British
Standard 3456. USA
Underwriters Laboratories
I
listing and Canadian Services
Approval. the FS SEries
requires a minimum head of
60mm of water with minimal
now reduction.
Being axial. the sensor can be
mounted directly into a
vertical pipe system without
the need for special ftxing.
1
Details from: Gentech
International Ltd. Grangestone
Industrial Estate. Girvan.
Ayrshire KA26 9PS.
I
Tel: 0465-3581:
Fax: 0465-4974.
Euroventer
Flue System
A new Due ventilation device -
the Euroventer - is the latest
addition to Reznor's product
range.
The Euroventer has been
designed to simplify the
nueing of Reznor applicances
installed in situations where
long horizontal runs of nue
pipe cannot otherwise be
avoided or. where it is
impractical to run the Due to
roof level due to building
height.
pressure drop and maximise
acoustic performance. It
includes impartial gUidance
concerning the location of
silencers in relation to other
air-conditioning components
(fans. duct elbows. transition
sections. coils. filters etc).
Sample specifications for
procurement. test and
certification are provided for
all silencer types to enable
specifiers to incorporate them
with ease into their overall
designs.
IThe gUide is now available free
Iof charge to anyone involvedin the specification of air
handling systems.
Details from: Industrial
Acoustics Company.
Tel: Staines (0784) 456251
Silencer
Selection
Industrial Acoustics Company
(lAC) has produced a new 52-page
guide to the selection of duct
silencers.
A key element of the
publication is a condensed
selection table which lists all
of the silencers now available.
and establishes a comparative
standard by rating them
according to their performance
at a common 250Hz.
The publication also explains
the basic principles of
selecting silencers to minimise
"Design for maintenance" and
"Water services".
Volume 1 is a reprint of the
bibliography on maintenance
first published in 1987, and
contains some 520 abstracts
from papers written on
maintenance subjects such as
condition monitoring and
controlling maintenance costs.
Volume II contains abstracts
from papers mainly written
after 1987 following major
developments which have
come about since then.
including the increased
outbreaks of Legionaires'
Disease. the need to prevent
refrigerant leaks. the
emergence of "sick building
syndrome" and changes in
legislation.
Available from: Publication
Sales. BSRIA. Old Bracknell
Lane West. Bracknell.
Berkshire RG 12 4AH. Tel:
0344-426511. Fax: 0344-
487575.
Below: Fluid flow
sensing in
domestic central
heating systems
showers and
mains water
systems is
provided by the
newFS flow
switch from
electronic
product
specialists
Gentech
International.
The flow switch
is ideal for use in
pumped fluid
systems.
EW
Products
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ISH International Trade Fair - Sanitation. Heating. Air-Conditioning.Innovative technology for a human environment.
Man eeds
Water, Heat and Air.
What's new for the specialist? The simplest answer to this question is: ISH '91 in Frankfurt/Main.
This is the world's largest heating, sanitation and air-conditioning systems trade fair, where over
1,600 exhibitors will be showing everything the industry has to offer in terms of innovation in an
exhibition area of over 200,000 m 2 •
• Heating systems - Burners, boilers, heating elements, hot water treatment, new ideas in energy
use. Sanitation systems - Bath and shower units, bath equipment, "behind the wall" fittings,
sanitary cubicles, fittings, kitchen systems, sanitation systems for commercial use, swimming
pools, saunas, solaria, water treatment. Air-conditioning/ventilation systems - Units, equipment,
systems, processes. Measurement, control, testing and building ducting systems. Tools, piping,
surface heating, accessories, plumbing technology. Stoves and air heaters. ISH special event:
"Domestic ventilation with heat recycling" • ISH special event: "Plumbing systems and metal-
working". See you in Frankfurt!
Fair and travel information, admission tickets:
LEP International Ltd., 11/15 Tara Street, Dublin 2, Tel.: (01) 771861. Telex: 93691 trnd ei. Telefax: (01) 771760.
Frankfurt. 19. - 23. 3. 1991
..
•_ Messe
_ Frankfurt
9
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Irish Plumbin~ Report
Note:-
The other product group
reports are:
Domestic Heating (already
published); a
Commercial Heating .1
(already published); and
Controls;
Air Conditioning; and
Ventilation each of which
is being compiled.
Full details are available
from BSRlA 0344 426511.
name.
Report contents include
sections on the following:-
Water heaters;
Showers and shower
accessories;
Terminal fittings, taps and
mixers;
Sanitaryware;
Pipe and Fittings;
Appendice Headings for
major product sector
include:-
Summary;
Market size structure and
segmentation;
Major Companies;
Historical trend and future
forecast;
Inter EC and overseas
trade;
Distribution;
Pricing, discounts and
margins:
End-user sector and
application;
Specification;
Barriers to Entry;
--SANITARYWARE (14.8)
.b~}Q ~ a '--et
Source 'FJRC Mgt Cons)
bath. The popularity of
plastic baths is due to
their greater resilience to
casual damage. The
market for bidets in Ireland
is underdeveloped.
Major companies in this
case in 1988 were
Armitage Shanks. Kitchen
Accessories, KM Reynolds.
Shires and Modem Plant.
Showers and Shower
Accessories
The Irish market for
showers and shower
accessories was valued in
1988 at IR£7.2 million.
This, therefore, makes this
market the third largest in
th.e plumbing sector.
One significant feature of
the products sold in the
Irish market is the
popularity of pumped
electric showers. These
products, which are not
promoted in other
countries, are popular in
Ireland due to the fact that
a consistant satisfactory
water pressure cannot be
relied upon.
The report contains hard
market data from personal
interviews With the main
suppliers and includes 40
tables.
In the Appendices. the
addresses of the main
manufacturers. importers
and distribu tors are
supplied with a contact
(Va!ues in L1Rm,
E~MINAL '~ITTIW;S.
Tt..PS t..~JD v1<ERS (3 7)--,
PLASTIC PI?~
At--JD rITT!NGS (20.3)
'Iv't..TE H.':t..TfRS (2.5)-
million in metal pipe and
fittings and IR£20.3 million
in plastic pipe and fittings.
The study has found that
the Irish market for copper
pipe and fittings is unique
in that the compression
fitting is still the most
popular fitting used to join
copper pipe.
The market for plastic pipe
in internal building
services applications has
not really started to
develop in Ireland. It is
only in the last few years
that plastic pipe has taken
over from cast iron for local
distribution of gas.
Significant companies
operating in the Irish metal
pipe and fittings market in
1988 included Chadwicks.
BSS. Hevac. IMI. CHS.
GPO Sales. Sanbra. Heiton,
Doherty's and Listers.
Major companies in the
plastic and fittings market
were BSS, Cork PL,
Quality, Unidare, MFP,
Upnor and Wavin.
Sanitaryware
The Irish market for
sanitaryware in 1988 was
valued at IR£14.8 million
at manufacturers' selling
price.
Steel baths were popular
several years ago but the
Irish market is now
dominated by the plastic
8 BSNews. February 1991
Following on from the
release of the Irish
domestic heating report
and the Irish Commercial
heating report. NRG
Management Consultancy
has just released the third
report in this series on the
Irish plumbing market.
All of these reports have
been produced as part of
the European Building
Service's study. being
project managed by the
Building Services Research
and Information
Association,
The full EBS study is being
compiled to cover every
country within the EEC.
Therefore. the aim is to
provide an overall view of
the complete European
market at a time when
1992 and the single
market is an important
issue for all companies in
this sector. Each report
will include information on:
- the structure of overseas
markets;
- identity of the main
suppliers:
- best methods of entering
each market.
The study has the backing
of 200 supplier clients. 10
of whom have a significant
manufacturing facility or
are based in Ireland.
Information given in the
Irish plumbing report
states that this particular
market was worth £IR69
million in 1988, as shown
in the pie chart (right).
Pipe and fittings
The Irish market for pipe
and fittings was valued in
1988 at IR£42 million and
is therefore the most
significant sector in the
Irish plumbing market.
This is made up of IR£20. 7
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Newmarket Information, the Dun Laoghaire based
construction information company, provides advance
information on new construction projects nationwide - all
potential leads for contractors, sub-contractors and
suppliers. The company publishes information in the
weekly CIS report which provides full project details,
contact names, addresses and telephone numbers. design
team details and tendering and construction schedules.
The following listing is provided by CIS Report and gives a
brief description of the types of projects covered. To obtain
information on the service phone 01-809476/809557.
SALES LEADSADVANCE
DUBLIN
Fyffes Plc has plans to build a
new sales office. loading
covered area. new yard, new
dock levellers and entrance
gates to Mary's Lane at I
Beresford Street, Mary's Lane.
Dublin 7. The unit will
measure 628 sq.m. Work will
start at the end of February or
early March and will take 12
weeks to complete.
Work is set to begin shortly on
tile construction of a new
industrial unit and ancillary
site development works at
Sites 79-80 Furze Road,
Sandyford IndUStrial Estate.
Sandyford, County Dublin for
East Rivcr Developments.
The new two-storey unit will
measure J.596 sq.m. and will
consist of a factory and offices
on the ground floor and
showrooms on the first floor.
The building contractor will
appoint domestic contractors
for painting. Hooring and wall
tiling work. The construction
cost is £600.000.
P.H,L Developments Ltd has
been granted permission by
Dublin County Council for the
erection of a 770 sq.m.
warehouse development at
Chestnut Road, Western
Industrial Estate, Naas Road,
Dublin 12.
P.H.L will conduct the main
building work and tenders will
be sought shortly from a
select list of sub-contractors
for the structural steel frame,
roofing and cladding some
mechanical work. window and
doors and brickwork. PHI
Developments will carry out
side development work shortly
involVing; site boundaries,
drainage and roads, The
main building work wiJI be
carried out in two phases.
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Phase I will involve the
errection of the large unit
while Phase 11 will involve the
errection of the other two.
Lotus Development Ireland BV
the computer software
company has been granted
planning permission by
Dublin County Council in
relation to three planning
applications that were lodged
for work to Units 10, J 1. 12,
Airways Industrial Estate,
Dublin 17. The first
application involves the
errection of a covered goods
inwards area measuring; 200
sq.m. at Unit 11/12. The
second application will involve
the erection of a pedestrian
link corridor at Unit 10/11.
while the third application
involves the erection of a
lobby and alternatives to Unit
12. The major refurbishment
works to Unit 12 will cover
3.000 sq.m. of the 4,000
sq.m. unit.
Construction work is expected
to start within the next two
months and w1ll take six to
eight months to complete,
The three units will measure
12,00 sq.m. in total.
Astra Pumps and Plant Hire
Ltd is set to go ahead with the
construction of an industrial
building and yard at
Ballymount Little, Ballymount
Cross, Dublin 12. The single
storey unit will measure 797
sq.m. and will also include
two storey office
accommodation,
DUBLIN
A.LB. Investments Nominees
Lld has soug;ht planning;
permission of Dublin County
Council for the errection of an
industrial/warehouse unit at
Ballymount Road at the
Ijunction with the WesternParkway in County Dublin. It
is eX1>ected that the promoter
will negotiate a contract with
a building contractor when
planning pemlission is
obtained. There will be
opportunities for mechanical
and electrical sub contractors.
The sin le storey unit will
includ two storey extensive
ollic and work is to start
shortly.
DUBLIN
Irish Distillers Lld has been
granted planning permission
by Dublin County Council for
the demolition of a house and
the erection of a warehouse at
Robinhood Road, Fox and
Geese, Dublin 12. The single
storey warehouse will
measure 2,750 sq,m. and will
be constructed by builders
P.J. Ilegarty and Sons Lld.
The units will include small
office accommodation. The
contract w1ll cost £1 million to
complete.
DUBLIN
Building; Contractors G and T
Crampton Lld started work for
LB,M. (Ireland) Ltd on
alterations to an existing light
industrial unit at Unit. 31.
Airton Road/Broomhill Road,
Tallaght, Dublin 24, LB.M.
Ireland plan to establish a
new purpose-designed Data
Centre. The Business
Recovery Services Centre will
be operational later this year
and is the result of a £2 .
million investment by LB,M.
in the area. The alterations
will involve the installation of
a mezzanine floor. minor
external alterations,
modifications to t.he access
doors and additional air-
conditioning and heating.
DUBLIN
E. Nuzum Lld Roadmaking
Contractors has sought
planning permission of Dublin
County CounCil for the
development of an industrial
and business park at Clonsilla
Road, Blanchardstown,
Dublin 15. The development
will comprise 16 units built in
six blocks. An industrial unit
already exists on the site. This
hall be upgraded and
integrated into the proposed
development. E. Nuzum Lld
will carry out the main
construction work and will
appoint all relevant sub-
cont.ractors.
CORK
otorola (Ireland) Lld has
been given the planning 0-
ahead by Cor rporation for
the erection of an en ion lO
the existing research and
dcv lopm nt facility at
U biri Road. M on
Industrial E tate, Mahon.
Cork. The unit will provide
1,620 sq.m. of extra space to
be used for oftware
development and
manufacture.
The building is expected to be
complet.ed by July 1991.
Motorola manufacture
computer s ft\lJare for cellular
telephone networks.
KERRY
Ajapanese pharmaceutical
company Fujisawa is planning
a new £16 million
pharmaceutical plant at
Banshagh, Killorglin, Co
Kerry. FUjisawa recently
ought. the ne e sary
planning permission from
Kerry County Council for the
erecUon of a two-storey
manufacturing and packaging
facility. The unit will measure
5,894 sq.m. and will include
office accommodation and a
warehouse for storage and
packaging.
Tenders will be sought from a
pre-qualified list of building
contract.ors withint the next
two mont.hs and there will
contract opportunities for the
mechanical/electrical work.
DONEGAL
Joe McMenamin and Sons 01
Stranolar who recently carried
out sit.e development works
for Karl Joh of Gernlany
involVing the erection of a new
production factory at Bunbed
in County Donegal. have been
awarded the building; cont.ract
for the factory constmction
also. The new fact.ory will
measure 5,000 sq.m. Joe
McMenamin started the main
building work on the factory
before Christmas and the two-
phase contract will be
completed by June 1991.
SLIGO
A lull team of contra 'tors has
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enclosure of the centre. along
with the culverting in the
Tramore River to provide
additional car parking and
better access. The previous
owners' Royal Liver Friendly
Society. received planning
permission for an extension to
the centre three years ago but
failed to act on it. Under the
revised proposals the thirty-
three unit centre will have
only three or four additional
shops. Most of the additional
space will go to the anchor
tenant QUinnsworth. with the
building being extended out
into the front carpark. The
walkways will be roofed and a
cafe/restaurant will be
developed in the centre's main
square.
KILKENNY
According to recent press
reports the consortium whl ..
owns the Mount Juliet Estate
in Thomastown. County
Kilkenny has plans to
continue with the second
phase of the Mount Juliet
Estate development.
The number of bedrooms at
the Mount Juliet Estate Hotel
is to be doubled to over 60
and a conference centre.
s\vimming pool and health
centre are to be added in the
second phase of the
development which will bring
the total investment to over
£23 million.
An important part of the
project. the Jack Nicklaus-
designed IS-hole golf coura
and teaching academy is t.
open next June.
The second stage of the
development. costing £9
million. will also include
indoor facilities for tennis and
equestrian sports. The goU'
course alone \vill cost £2.5
million and \vill include four
apartments.
Up to 300 luxury houses are
planned for the grounds of the
estate. The 300 houses
planned for carefully selected
woodland sites around the
estate \vill appeal mainly to
European businessmen
looking for second homes.
Prices will start at £250.000.
but most of the units \vill go
on the market at up to
£500.000.
covers about 40 acres and the
OSP occupies five acres. The
overall plant includes torage
tanks for molasses. sulphuric
acid and fuel oil. There is also
a 2.000 fl. long jetty extending
into th deep water of the
lower ark Harbour to
accommodate tankers of
20.000 tons.
WICKLOW
Noonan Developments Lld has
sought planning permission of
Bray Urabn District Council
for the refurbishment of the
Town Hall to include a
restaurant. shops. offices and
civic uses and also to develop
the site to the rear of the
Haymarket site for shops.
offices and car parking
together. with ancillary works
at the Town Hall and the rear
of the Haymarket Site in Bray
County Wickow. Noonan will
carry out the main building
work themselves.
WICKLOW
The Avondale Chemical
Company in Rathdrum
County Wicklow is. according
to the CIS report. planning a
major multi-million pound
expansion of its facilities. the
company is currently
receiving bids from design and
project management
consultants and a design
team should be appOinted
next month. Construction
work could begin on the
development in April.
Existing workshops will be
extended and a shell building
will be floored and fitted out.
There is also a possibility that
a new drum storage area will
be constructed and a
warehouse expanded.
CORK
Douglas Shopping Centre. one
of Cork's major Shopping
Centres. has been sold for £4
million. The long-established
southside shopping complex
has been purchased by
property magnate Owen
O'Callaghan of O'Callaghan's
Properties Ltd. Plans for a
£2/5 million facelift for the
property are expected to be
submitted by the new owner
to Cork County Council in the
near future.
The plans include a complete
refurbishment. extension and
EADS
Seagate disk drive
manufacturing projects
planned for Bray and Dublin
North. The lOA seems to want
Quantum company to locate
outside the capital which is
already to benefit from Maxtor
and Seagate but obviously the
final decision on location will
rest \vith Quantum.
Under EC regulations
computer manufacturing
companies will be reqUired to
buy European-made
components by the end of
1992 so international
manufacturers will have to
have plants in operation
before January 1993. 1991
will therefore be a key year for
attracting computer
manufacturers into Ireland.
CORK
CIS Report "quoting trade
sources" recently reported
that pfizer Chemical
Corporation which recently
sold its citric acid operations
to Archer-Daniels-Midland of
Illinois are understood to be
planning to expand their
operations on the l60-acre
site situted just seven miles to
the south east of Cork City.
ADM are similarly believed to
be considering expanSion of
their part of the facilities at
Ringaskiddy. It was
anlicipated that both
companies will undertake
some new construction works
after the deal which saw pfizer
retaining the bulk
pharmaceutical plant and
ADM taking over the citric
acid production was
concluded. These works were
expected to indicate new office
and canteen space reqUired
after the division of stall
ADM operates about sixty
subsidiaries worldwide
including three feed
companies. Arkkady Feed Lld.
Arkady Grain Lld Grenadien
Lld and Southern Milling Lld
in Ireland.
Two plants are located on the
Ringaskiddy site an Organic
Synthesis Plant. producing
bulk phannaceuticals and a
fine chemicals plant
producing food acids in bulk
forms. The chemical plant
ADVANCED SALES
Ibeen appointed for theconstruction of £900.000
extension to the Stiefel
Laboratories Plant at the lOA
Industrial Estate. Finisklin.
Sligo. John Sisk and Son Ltd
are currently carrying out the
main building work on the
project which will involve the
erection of a warehouse and
production extension and the
development. of offices.
Renovation work will also be
canied out. to existing offices
and laboratories. The single
storey extension will measure
2.215 sq.m. and should be
completed by early May 1991.
WESTMEATH
Christopher Bennet & Sons
Ltd has been awarded the
main building contract for the
erection of a factory extension
at Cornamaddy. Athlone.
Westmeath for Mallinkrodt
Laboratories. The extension
will include a warehouse
extension. canteen and a
locker room block. The work
will also involve internal
modifications. increased
carparking. a water storage
tank and an entrance road.
Work will take two years to
complet.e. The contract for
the work will lead to a total
investment of £10 million.
The US based Quantum
Technologies. the third largest
manufacturers in the world of
computer disk drives are
understood to be considering
setting up a new European
base. possibly in conjunction
with a Japanese disk drive
manufacturer which is
understood to produce disk
drives for Quantum.
The lOA is currently
negotiating with Quantum
representatives who have
visited sites in Dublin. Cork.
Limerick and the North East.
Some project management
and design consultants may
already have met with these
representatives to discuss
options on plant construction
or modification of existing
facilities.
If the lOA can win ths new
industry for Ireland. it will
complement the Maxtor and
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Euostandard Updating
Service
The Building Services Research and
Information Association (BSRIA) has
introduced a new subscription service
aimed at keeping the building
services industry up-to-date with the
new legislation and product standards
now rapidly emerging in Europe.
With the focus of new legislation and
standards now having emphatically
shifted to Europe, all sectors of
industry must monitor European
developments to be able to plan
effectively for the future.
The is new "Eurostandards Updating
Service" builds on earlier work done
for the European Building Services
(EBS) Study, which is also a
successful subscription service.
The service takes the shape of three
types of publication:
1. An introductory report of 70 pages
providing basic information on the
new legislation that has come out of
Brussles which directly affects
building services; how European
standards will underpin this
legislation; how to prove comformity
with the new laws; amd how a new
form of technical certification, known
as European Technical Approval, will
provide a fast track route to proving
conformity.
This first report contains information
which is not expected to get out of
date too quickly.
2. A report on "Development to
Date", which will be updated and
republished twice a year, containing
status reports on the new Directives;
on how existing Directives are being
implemented; and perhaps uniquely,
a detailed report on the activities of
over 80 CEN technical committees
and 40 CENLEC technical
committees, which gives an insight
into the standards in progress.
Topical reviews are also included on
the rapidly-changing requirements for
product testing and approval, the
status of Government-nominated and
approved testing bodies and the
European bodies set up to coordinate
Testing, Certification and European
Approvals.
A list of Government contact points is
also provided.
Because the scene is changing even
more rapidly than a six-monthly
update can cover, a bulletin is being
producted at two-monthly intervals to
record major changes and progress
on all these fronts.
By confining the scope of this
updating service to the building
services field (heating, ventilating, air
conditioning, plumbing, electrical
services, lighting and security) BSRIA
is able to go into far greater depth of
detail than any of the general
information services dealing with the
Single European Market.
This service will be of use not only to
manufacturers, but also to specifiers,
designers, installers and clients,
because there are new procedural
Directives which cover all of the
above activities, and because all
items intended for permanent
installation in buildings all over
Europe will have to comply with one
or more of a series of at least seven
Product Directives covering building
services items.
The cost of "European Legislation
and Standards Updating Service" is
ST£700 for the first year, with
additional sets of reports being made
available to subscribers for ST£45
per year.
Standard
Specification
It is a sad fact that nearly 50% of
Building Energy and Management
Systems actually fail to meet their full
potential.
Furthermore, many fail because of
poor initial specification. which is why
the BEMS Centre at BSRIA recently
completed and published the much-
needed Application Handbook -
"Standard Specification for BEMS".
Now regarded by many as a
necessary part of any professional
guidance. this document enables
potential BEMS buyers. building
services engineers and consultants to
specify, without fear of ambiguity. the
exact features they need, and will
ensure that these features are
properly implemented and
commissioned in their systems.
The Standard Specification is
accompanied by a guide which
provides detailed advice on how to
use the handbook, examples of
tender documentation, and
procuremer:t guidance.
Priced at ST£50 for the two volumes
or ST£20 per volume if you buy four'
or more copies of either.
Maintenance Seminar
The Maintenance Centre at BSRIA is
running a second, one-day seminar
on the subject of Maintenance
Management for BUilding Engineering
Services, following the success of the
first seminar held a year ago.
The core of the day's presentations
will be the results of the research that
BSRIA and others have carried out
on the subject of maintenance costs.
However, there will also be the
opportunity for providers and an and
user to debate aspects of in-house
versus third party maintenance; a
presentation by a leading member of
the HCVA on their standard
specifications for maintenance; and a
case study from a prominent building
owner/operator.
Finally, the sessions planned on
industrial maintenance and reliability
centred maintenance will deal with
areas D.Q1 normally considered for
building services. but which really are
very relevant to modern amintenance
management.
The seminar will be held on
Wednesday, 20 March 1991 at Baden
Powell House, Queen's Gate, London
SW7. The fee per delegate is
ST£150 (plus VAT) and includes all
refreshments and a copy of BSRIA's
report on the results of the cost
collection survey carried out. Spaces
are limited to 150 only, so interested
parties are invited to book early to
avoid disappointment.
Successful Design
Briefing
As building services become
increasingly complex, the latest
Application Guide from the Building
Services Research and Information
Association (BSRIA) provides
guidance on how to carry out the all-
important design briefing process and
avoid making costly design mistakes.
The guide - "A Design Briefing
Manual" - defines clear objectives
for the design process and
establishes a clear plan for achieving
these obJectives. It contains four
major chapter headings reflecting the
four distinct stages of the briefing
process, namely inception, feasibility,
outline proposals and scheme design.
With the use of diagrams for each
stage, it identifies the key activities
involved and highlights the main
considerations that designers should
take into account. It concludes with
aids to some of the main data
gathering activities, provided in the
form of check lists, and suggstions for
further reading.
All enquiries to BSRIA, Old Bracknell
Lane West, Bracknell, Berkshire
RG124AH. Tel: (0344) 426511.
Fax: (0344) 487575
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Calling all Contractors!
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While the Gas Installers
Certification Programme -
run by the Energy Section.
Cabra Training Centre - is
decidedly successful. there
is no doubt but that there
are still a very large
number of craftsmen
working the very busy
domestic sector at present
who could well do with a
skill update. This
programme was designed
specifically to help such
craftsmen achieve that
goal. It is endorsed by
Bord Gais and the Irish
liquified Petroleum Gas
Association and is tailored
to suit both those
industries specific needs.
Contractors in particular
are urged to ensure that
their employees complete
this programme.
The fundamental purpose
of the programme is to
update the skills and
knowledge of craftspersons
and to enable them to
install gas central heating
systems. water heaters.
boilers. cookers and fires.
in accordance with
prevailing regulations and
codes of practice to achieve
G.1.2. Certification.
COURSE OBJECTIVES
FOR G.I.I.
':J Classify properties and
values of gases.
:J Design gas pipework and
storage lank installations
(to 60 KW).
.J Test gas installations for
soundness.
.J Test open and balanced
flue systems
'J Calculate permanent
vent sizes for domestic
appliances
r:::i Install and commission
gas cookers and fires
,.J Classify gas central
heating installations and
safety procedures
COURSE OBJECTIVES
FOR G.l.2.
.J Install and test safety
features on gas central
heating control systems
and domestic hot water
systems.
\] Install and test gas
operating control systems
Cl Design, install and check
electrical control systems
.::l Design and Commission
a new gas central heating
system.
COURSE OBJECTIVE
G.l.l UPDATE
:J Review and update of
key skill/knowledge areas
of G.I.I and G.1.2
-J Skill and knowledge
upgrading of gas systems
and products
.J Technical developments
covering Natural Gas and
liqUid Petroleum Gases
DURATION
G.I.I.: 6 DAYS + TESTING
3X2 Day sessions
G.I.2: 12 DAYS
6X2 Day sessions
G.I. UPDATE: 3 DAYS
lX3 Day sessions
TARGET TRAINEE
Persons must:-
(i) Have evidence of tradc
or work experience in
heating and domestic
installation
(2) Pass FAS pre-entry
test. (Domestic water and
heating systems)
TRAINING RECORD
SYSTEM
(1) Entry test records
(2) Trainee attendance
records
(3) Test results
G.l.l /G.l.2. Update
records
(4) Certificate Reg;ister
CERTIFICATION
Certificates are awarded to
those achieving a Pass or a
Credit on the assessment
programme.
Certificates are joinLly
awarded by FAS and the
City and Guilds of London
Institute and are endorsed
by Board GAlS and
I.L.P.G.A.
Course Content G.l.l
1. Gas Technology and
Supply
2. Gas Pipework and
Testing
3. Flueing
4. Ventilation
5. Cookers and Fires
6. Safety in Central
Heating Systems
Course Content G.l.2
1. Gas central heating
systems
2. Gas controls
3. Electrical control
Systems
4. Design and Commission
Gas Central Heating
Systems
Course Content G.l.2.
Update
1. Review of ICP3/IS327
2. Review of current
practices •
3. ew Appliance update
4. Feedback from gas
FACILITIES AT CABRA
TRAINING CENTRE
A wide range of working
gas appliances including:-
Fires, cookers. water
heaters and boilers
connected to heating
systems and control
systems. with a workshop
and classroom
incorporated.
INSTRUCTORS PROFILE
The instructors are
craftsmen plumbers/fitters
with'a wide range of
experience in central
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Obtain your own personal copy by sending a cheque for
£10 made payable to:
Pressline Ltd, Walnut Lodge,
Carysfort Avenue, Blackrock, Co Dublin.
ROD CTFIND TH
The Building Serices Buyer Guide 1990/91 edition is the
most comprehensive directory ever compiled on the
industry, including as it does data on both the
mechanical and electrical aspects of the building
services sector.
Whether you are a specifying mechanical or electrical
consultant; architect; energy manager; maintenance
manager; building services engineer; builders
merchant's; industrial, commercial or domestic
contractor; manufacturer; distributor; agent or supplier,
the Buyer Guide is an invaluable reference manual
which should be kept at your fingertips at all times.
Gas Installers Course
G.l.l.
Pre course test
(50% Pass)
Joint FAS
City & Guilds G.I.I.
Certificate
GAS INSTALLERS
CERTIFICATION
PROGRAMME
Application for Training to
include Evidence of Trade
Le. Union Card - Fas
A renticeship No.
pletion Cert or Letter
o ntroduction from
authorised installer.
heating gas installation
and control systems. Main
qualifications held:-
Dept. of Education Senior
Trades Examination. City
and Guilds of London
Advanced Plumbing
Technology. City and
Guilds of London 598 Part
2 Gas Installation. Fault
Diagnosis and
Rectification.
Gas Installers Course
G.l.2.
(Must have completed
G. 1. 1.)
G.1.2 Joint FAS City &
Gilds Certificate Awarded
o I.D. Card.
Valid for 3 years also
iSsued.
Gas Installers Course G.!.
Update
Must have completed G.l.2
Photo I.D. Card Re-issued.
3 Year Validity
Installers who have
completed FASjAnCo Gas
Installers before November
'89 must complete a 6-day
CQversion programme plus
testing.
Installers who have City &
Guilds 622 must complete
a conversion programme
leading to G. 1.2.
ert iIka lion.
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PRODUCT
REVIEW
PUMPS
AND CIRCULATORS
P •ce Sensitivity Once Again All-Important
The pump sector of the building services industry - especially in relation to domestic
circulators - has always been extremely price-sensitive. Even in times of plenty. such as over
the last couple of years. the common price level at which manufacturers/suppliers made
pumps available was ludricously low when compared with the prices operating say a decade
ago.
But such are the vagaries of a free and open market situation. ar b it from those in the
purchasing end - be they merchants. wholesaling stockists or even contractors - not to tak
advantage of the situation.
The price levels appertaining to domestic circulators have. at times. been something akin to the
manner in which the bread industry operates.
However. manufacturers/suppliers cannot afford to continue to operate at the said price levels
and be exrpected at the same time to set monies aside for research and development to nsure
the availability of better and more efficient products as time goes on.
The domestic circulator has become something of a loss leader in many respects. While neve
acceptable. such a scenario is often a commercial necessity, especially when related product
categories provide sufficient margin to cover the shortfall. In the pump sector sales of
commercial/industrial units have traditionally provided this safety net.
Now, however. with the prospects for the industrial and commercial sector looking
bleaker. the same price-sensitivity is beginning to creep into this end of the pump market.
Such a development could do untold damage to the business.
Those involved in the pump sector of the building services industry - especially those re ellers
and end users enjoying the advantages of this growing price sensit.ivity - have got. to realise
that such a situation is simply a short-term gain.
Unless some sort of realism is maintained in respect of margins. especially in times of
uncertainty. the entire industry will eventually suffer.
Myson Unit 5
& 6 Pumps
"Value for
money"
Ciaran McDermott. Sales Director
of Myson (Ireland) Ltd recaps on
the successful history of its
domesitc circulator sales in
Ireland.
"When we entered the domesitc
circulator market in the early
seventies. we in Myson (11'1) Ltd -
as newcomers to pumps at that
time - were cautious in our
expectations of anticipated
sales/market share.
"History was to prove us wrong
and, in a short span of time. we
successfully developed and
maintain to thiS day a prominent
position in the Irish market. due
to the quality of our product and
the 'value for money' package
16 BSNews. February 1991
offered with a fair price linked to
excellent quality and aJter sales
reliability!
"Myson initially developed the
much respected Unit 2 range. to
be followed in thc early 80s by the
revamped Unit 3 pump. Most
recently. the further enhanced
Unit 5/6 pumps were developed
and have been marketed with
great success since their launch
in 1987.
"All changes/improvements were
incorporated follOWing a detailed
needs of systems being used and
reflect the practical needs of
installers/users.
Installer-linked improvements
include:
Complete freedom of access from
front. helping to reduce
installation time:
Easier connection of electrical
supply due to improvements in
electrical connection block:
Greatly-reduced reanvard
projection of flow regulator. It will
fit into wall clearance needed for
Myson Unit 5 & 6 pumps -
"excellent value for money".
fitting isolating valves and is
therefore completely inter-
changeable with all other
domestic circulators:
Flow regulator arm extended and
18
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GRUNDFOS
A WORLD OF
SUPERIOR
PRODUCTS
Our reputation for superior,
energy efficient products is not an
idle boast. We do not compromise on
pump specifications. When we make
a component we use only the very
best materials.
Stainless steel for example, fabricated
to exacting tolerances, is at the heart
of every GRUNDFOS pump, providing
high resistance to corrosion and with
its inherent smooth surfaces,
enabling specified performance levels
to be maintained over many years
service, unlike other pumps using
plastics or cast iron. Pump bearings in
tungsten carbide and diamond
polished ceramics, chosen for
durability even under the most
arduous working conditions, are
further examples of our '110-
compromise' specifications.
Indeed, over 60% of the
complex machine tools we use, have
been especially developed and built
in-house, so that we not only
continue to produce the best pumps,
but to produce them at the right
price.
For further information contact:
GRUNDFOS (IRELAND) LTD.
Unit 34, Stillorgan Ind. Park
Blackrock, Co. Dublin
Tel: 954926
Telex: 90544
Fax: 954739
The finest pumps foraworld of applications 19
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Below: Wilo
base-mounted
Norm pump.
moulded in nol}'!. making it
easier to turn:
"Hi or 1..0" speed settings on
switch are clearly visible from
front of pump:
Single screw facility for pump
cover.
"Other important features
include: high starting torque to
promote trouble-free running:
manual restart feature - ("unique"
to Myson unit circulators):
automatic venting of bearings
again minimising work by
installers.
For more detailed information
contact: Myson (Irleland) Ltd.
Unit 12E Parkmore Industrial
Estate. 1..ongmllc Road. Dublin
12. Tel: 01-509075. Fax: 01-
553629.
Wilo Extends
Glandless
Range
Wilo Engineering Ltd. the Irish
sales company of the
multinational Oplander Group.
are pleased to announce that they
now have available the expanded
range of Wilo glandless
circulators.
The expanded range includes the
4-speed. single-phase version of
the P&S programme which up to
now were only aVailable in 3-
phase.
Also inlucded are the new
electronic E series currently
availabl in I. 1.25 and 1.50 inch
18 BSNews. February 1991
Wilo CO pressure booster unit.
sizes. These revolutionary
circulators automatically vary
their output to match system load
reqUirements and are ideal where
thermostatic radiator valves are
being used.
New to the range is the RSL25
Series vent pump which allows an
automatic air vent to be fitted to
the pump body. thus allow1
entrapped system air to be ..:d
at the pump.
The 215 bronze circulator is a
new addition to the 2 range and
features a unique method of
opening the pump to allow for
cleaning of sediment. lime scale
or other such deposits from the
rotating pump parts. This unit
can also be fitted with a timer for
automatic on/off control.
All Wilo glandless healing
circulators (D range excepted) are
now manufactured with 4-speed
motors as standard. They feature
tamper-proof speed change
mechanisms and have available
as an optional extra in-built
electronic motor protection.
Wilo engineering also have
available the vel}' versatile WilD
range of mechanical seal pumps.
20
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Manufactured specifically for use
on building services. these pumps
caIl)' the unique design of short
motor shaft. large nominal bore.
140 degree centigrade
temperature rating. 16 BAR
flanges and other carefully-
designed features. The range
includes inline pumps in either
single IPN or dual DPN pump
design. end suction close coupled
Bn pumps or base mounted Nonn
pumps and are mostly built in
LimeIick to suit the customers
reqUirements.
Pressure booster units of the COe
range are also a product which
Wilo are having success with.
Manufactured in 2. 3. & 4 pump
fonnation and using either
multistage or end suction pumps.
these units can be used for
boosting potable water or for fire
hose reel.
Wilo EngineeIing have also
evolved a full range of shallow
well. deep well and borehole
pumps. all of which are aVailable
as assembled units reflecting
customer requirements. The
borehole pumps use the world-
famous Gennan made Franklin
electIic motor.
This range is complemented by a
full range of expansion tanks.
Switch. guages and fittings.
Wilo also stock the Salamander
range of shower booster pumps
and accessoIies. This range is
designed 10 boost water to electIic
instantaneous showers using
single head pumps for cold water
or showers with mixing valves
using twin head pumps to pump
hot and cold water.
Manufactured using Kematal for
the pump body and impellers and
stainless steel on the wetted
parts. these pumps can help solve
many of the poor perfonnance one
finds with showers in Ireland.
For further details on any Wilo
product contact: Wilo
Engineering Ltd. EnterpIise
Centre. Childers Road. LimeIick.
Tel: 061-40963. Fax: 061-
44728
Smedegaard
Shunt Pumps
a Speciality
We learn from the past that
neither water. competition or lime
stand still. Five years ago
Quadrant published a booklet on
boilers advocating the use of
shunt pumps. Since then the
trade has become very conscious
or their necessity. So much so
that in the sale of a boiler the
question now generally asked of
Quadrant is whether a shunt
pump is requred and if it is in
stock.
AIising from this requirement
Quadrant got involved with
Smedegaard.a leading Danish
group manufacturer. firstly for
the supply of shunt pumps and
later for pIimary circulators. The
result is that Quadrant can now
supply customers with a
comprehensive heating package
WI 0 PU P G E FEe 10
From the foremost range of pumps for building services
IPn-Series
1nl ne mdustnal clrculallfl p mps
Flow ra es u to 711/s Heads up 0 150 kPa
Max. 0'11 lemperalures 140°C
DPn-Series
Dual nlIne us nal cm:ula 1
F'lo' . rates up '0 220 lis He ds
Max 0'1.' empelil ures 140°C
Iw
The perfect pump
20 BSNews. February 1991
Wilo Engineering Limited
Unit 13.
Enterprise Centre
Childers Road, Limerick.
Tel: (061) 40963. FAX: (061) 44728.
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ass Gains Market Share for
Pompes Salmson
Grundfos
Extends In-
line and End
Suction
An example from the Pompes
Salmson range available from
BSS (Ireland) Ltd.
Details from BSS (Ireland) Lld
\Vhile Heather Industrial Estate.
301 South Circular Road. Dublin
8. Tel: 01-541966: Fax: 01-
5410 17. Cork branch - Tel: 021-
271977: Fax: 021-275188.
allows parallel operation of both
pumps. so as to increase the now
rate.
I Applications for Pompes Salmson
pumps include central heating
systems. air conditioning plants.
central heating systems in
'>'re nhouses. swimming pools etc.
Advantages include:
Low speed motor increases long
life of the circulators:
Continuous operation at max
pressure and temperature:
Silent operation:
Direct in-line mounting:
Automatic venting of rotor
chamber:
Variable hydraulic adjustment. for
some models.
I
I
IRanges
ICareful evaluation of marketrequirements coupled with a
w alth of experience in many
pumping applications now
enables Grundfos to offer in-line
BSNews. February /99/ 21
The rotor chamber is
automatically ventedthrouoh the
drilled shaft proVided \,ith a
super surface finish at the
bearing bushes.
The graphite bearing bushes
result in extremely silent
operation and prevent any local
overheating which could ~'ause
distorsion.
Most oflh irculat rs are fitted
with a variable head-capaCity
adjustment to ensure that the
appliance complies with the
desired apenting peri'onnance.
Twin circulators - These are
more and more popular in order
to guarantee continuous
operation of the heatino
installation without an~ risk of
shutdown in case of failure of one
pump.
A motor protection and control
box (YI200S) provides for the
changeover to the standby pUIllp
in ca e of failure of the running
pump.This ontral ox also
Pompes Salmson circulators are
glandle s wet rotor type
circulators without sealing device
desi,gn d for central he< ling and
air ondHioning installations.
The circulators are reliable in
peraUon. even \ hen used for
rec. cling installations at
maximum operatino pressures
and temperatures.
The h 'draulically de igned c ing
limits the now noises and
provides for improved emciencies.
All components in contact with
liquid handled have anti-
corrosion fcatures which do away
with the need for ,lIlY
maintenance.
Sin e the inLroduc 'on of Pompes
I Salmson pumps [fonnely Euramo)
o the Irish market in 1990. BSS
(Ireland) Lld hav had many
success with specifications and
installations and are now an
established supplier to both
industry and mechanical services
contractors througout the entire
county. Comprehensive stocks
are held at the Dublin and Cork
branches.
from their location in ChapeIizod.
Dublin 20.
Th Quadrant phi osoph has
been one of association with
quality heating e uipment
coupled with a responsible after
sales service. With Smed gaard
they conUnue in thi' tracli 'on.
The pumps 'ue technically and
aestheticallY well engineered with
the empha;ig on reliability. low
operational cost. secure leak-
proof sealing. ease of service and
minimal power consumptionrn.
To meet the new challenge.
Quadrant increased stall' levels
and had technical personnel
trained at Smedegaard UK
The Smedegaard produ t range
indud gl~dless circulat rs.
glanded industrial pump . multi-
~tage \'ertical pumps. oil tran fer
sets. sump pumps and high- pec
booster sets. pressUlization units
and fire hos re I sets.
For the glandless circulator a
power-, aving automatic stepless
speed controller. type 2000. is
available which maintain'
predetem1ined system head
irrespective of now rate.
Smedegaard publish
comprehensive. easy-to-read.
literature on their enUre pump
range making correct pump
selection for a particular duty
very easy. Replacements are
available to replace competitor
brands.
Being close to rail and raod
transport Quadrant are
strategically located to provide
fast servi e where pumps are
urgently required. For funher
infonnation contact Kieran
Cowman or Damien Gemon at
Quadrant Engineers Lld.
Chapelizod. Dublin 20. Tel: 01-
6265711: Fax: 016267863
Smedegaard's
committment
to research
and
development
has resulted
in a number
of pioneering
"firsts" in the
pump
industry.
ERODUCT
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An example
from the
Grundfos range
ofNM?NP and
suction pumps.
and end-suction pump ranges
which combine ease of
installaUon and sel\1cing with a
standard specification of the
highest quality.
Taking end suction first. the
NM/NP range covers flows up to
180m3/h with heads up to 60
metres and incorporates
fabricated stainless steel impeller
and splined pump shall. with a
mechanical shaft using seal faces
of tungsten carbide or
carbon/ceramic.
The construction enables the
pump motor. shall seal or
complete rotating assembly to be
removed without disturbance of
the pump housing or pipework.
Each pump is close-coupled to a
standard TEFC metric electric
motor.
Up to and including frame size
'132' the molOr is face/l1ange
mOunled to the pump. which is
fitted with a steel mounting
bracket. On larger models. the
motor is foot mounted to slider
rails. and the pump is l1anged
onto the motor.
Both these configurations enable
the discharge port to be turned to
three different positions on all
models.
Typical applications tor these
pumps include chilled water
boosting. water supply. industrial
washin,e;. furnace cooling. air
conditioning plant cooling towers.
engine & compres or coolin .
LTHW/MTHW heating. water
treatment and chiller sets.
Consolidated
Pumps
for every
Requirement
Consolidated Pumps Ltd.
established in 1972. market all
the necessary pumping
eqUipment reqUired for a modem
sewage / efl1uen t treatmen t plan t.
Since their beginning they have
grown from strength to strength
nd are now one of the market
leaders in this field.
Consolidat d Pumps Ltd are
, suppli rs of the Tsurumi range of
qUipment for all over Ireland.
Their 'de range inclUdes the
SubmerSible Grinder Pump which
grinds solids powertully and
transfer powerfully u~der
pressure. The Tsurumi's Grinder
Pump has a ,grinding mechanism
in the suction port to grind
garbage. rubber goods. plastic
bags. fabrics etc to very small
pieces can-ied by sewage and
transfer them under pressure up
to 3 bar.
The pump is a voltex l10w type
and excellent in resistence to
clogging with a high durabiity.
The grinder is made of high
chromium cast iron. and designed
highly resistant to abrasion. The
pump is a high head type capable
of carrying liqUid under pressure
to a distant place and the motor
is designed to high torque to
provide a high grinding abilily.
Consolidated Pumps Lld ofler a
wide range ofTsummi Bar
Screens for packaged water
treatment. \vith excellent quality.
reliable operation and long life.
but with low installation 'md
maintenance costs. The KE.KS-
y /2 eries bar screen is compact
and li, htweight with proven
reliability by stainless. teel u
for major components.
The I\.M Single Ser en eri has
a revolutionary "dry h 'n"
mechanism - the chain doe not
come in contact with the liqUid.
This Sures three times longer
servi life compared with th n w'
chain type. Durability is due to
the dry chain mechanism.
The KS series is a highly-
advanced bar screen which
means that the KS series screen
removes suspended solids
eflieiently and offer a highly-
reliable operation even when the
SS load fluctuates.
The Tsurumi Submersible
Aerator. also available from
Con olidated Pumps Ltd. i - tt
lInal answer for all aeration
works. T e -tructure of the
model TR Tsurumi Subm rsible
Aerator employ.. an impeller
connect d dir ctly to lh molOr.
Th rot lion of this impeller
reates a cel1lrU-u~al fore 111 th
water. and throlH(h this
enlrifugal fI rc an ar a of
ne faliv pre' ur < pp ar ; t the
periphery of the impeller.
The result is a self-fI eding force
which draws air fr rn tlw
atmosphere throu,..,h n air-inlet
pipe. The air sucked down inlo
the waleI' is subje led to an
::lir/water collision within the
guide casing'. and then thi::; mixed
air /water current is forcibly
discharged through the dischar~c
outlets. There is no fear of the
motor becoming moistened
becausE' the design 1th('
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structure allows the air which is
sucked into it to pass beneath the
motor. fornling a layer of air
between the motor and the water.
"Excellent materials make
excellend parts and excellent
parts make excellent products-.
this has been Tsurumi's basic
concepl on production since its
establishment.
The design department employs
high-reliability design and
conducts strict design reviews on
new products. The production
engineering department directs
accurate job standards. The
quality control department strives
to improve quality through
competition in QC activities.
Consolidated Pumps Ltd also
provide a full repair seIYice for all
makes of pumps besides the
Tsurumi range. \vith a nationwide
collection and delivery ervice.
With the heatinj! and ventilaUn(!
market in mind. Consolidated
Pumps Ltd is stocking a range of
Interdab Circulators that extends
from domestic through the
medium sized units for
commercial and light industrial
applications to large industrial in
line pumps. These arc ex-stock
in Dublin. Cork and Galway.
In the forefront for installation.
the "rapid serv'ice- kits eliminate
modification of the plant pipes in
the event of replacement of old
circulators with spacing diITerent
from the modem circulators for
both old circulators \vith unions
a.nd old Ilange circulators to
DN25 or DN32.
The larger in-line pumps for
heating. a.ir conditioning and
domestic hot water. with their
externally ventilated motors.
cover the range from 6.5 to 85
m3/h.
These are particularly suitable for
centralised air conditioning or
heating systems. factories. office
blocks. hospitals or any
application requiring large
volumes of water recycling.
Consolidated- also cover
requirements for boiler feed
pumps as Interdab offer a full
range of vertical multistage pump
units which have excellent NPSH
requirements for such duties with
kilowatt ratings from .74kW up to
30kW.
Up to 12 1/2W they are
manufactured from cast iron \vith
diffusers and impellers in
Tecnopolymer B. Units above this
size are constructed from cast
iron \viLh bronze impellers. These
units are available in 2-pole or 4-
pole speeds.
Details from: Consolidated
Pumps Ltd.
Knockmeennagh Road.
Clondalkin. Dubin.
Tel: 01-593471.
BSS (IRELAND) LTD-~-----------..JI
.. Pompes Salmson
EUROPE'S LARGEST PUMP MANUFACT ERS
AFTER ONE YEAR
WE ARE A NAME TO
BE RECKONED
WITH IN THE IRISH
PUMP MARKET
White Heather Industrial Estate,
301 South Circular Rd. Dublin 8.
Telephone: 541966.
Telex: 93730. Fax: 541017.
BSS Cork: Bachelors Quay. Cork.
Telephone: 021 271977.
Fax: 021-275188.
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I know I swear by the Building
Services Buyer Guide but,
something came to my notice
last week which just goes to
show that we too are fallable.
I was looking for Mike
Q'Donoghue's Mark Eire
number when I came across a
reference to Bill O'Donoghue.
Yes, you've guessed it. Mike
does not have a brother called
Bill working with him.
We got the name wrong.
Apologies Mike.
And remember readers and
users of the Guide... it's Mike r
course, not Bill.
****
Sean Hanratty celebrating his
21 st birthday? Ah come on
Sean, there are a few more grey
hairs than 21 would suggest.
What's that? oh. it's Myson's
21 st birthday celebrations of
operation in Ireland. Now that
makes more sense.
Congratulations to all concerned
and here's to the next 50 million
radiator valves (40 million of
which w€re exported) to be
produced by Myson at Limerick.
****
I Had a nice letter from Eamon
Walsh the other day. He's
obviously well on the mend by
now and, trust Eamonn, thinking
of business.
Given the staggering cost of his
medical "non-return valve"
replacement and all the related
peripherals, he tells me that he
has poor Larry O'Nei11 scouring
Europe sourcing these potential
earners.
He reckons he'd need to sell
thousands of his own non-return
valves to make the same kind of
margin these special medical
jobs yield.
He was joking of course about
Lany being on the look-out for
such a device... or was he?
Heatmerchants seek medical
agencies?
i activities for the academic and
technological interest. His
business interests are all
centered on Ireland. He
doesen"t even look for business
in the UK... let alone the US or
Russia!
Congratulations Seamus... you
do us proud.
****
Calling John Lynch...calling
John Lynch! Come to think of it,
has anyone else tried calling
John Lynch? If so I hope you
had more success than I did.
If you 'phone Bord Gais at
D'OIier Street in Dublin you'll be
told that you can't get him at that
number. You'lI also be told that
you can't get his secretary at
I that number.
If you ask what number you can
get either Mr Lynch or his
secretary at you'll be told "sorry, I
can't give out that information".
However, I was told that, to get a
message to Mr Lynch I could
always write to him, care of the
D'Olier Street address.
The lady I spoke to on the switch
at D'Olier Street was quite
emphatic but I must say polite
and even good homoured
given her reaction to my initial
bad-natured reaction to this
news.
Just what is it with you John
since you scaled the lofty
heights at Bord Gais... not to
mention of course elsewhere?
There was a time when you
I
were one of the most accessible
industry figureheads I knew.
I was told to write to ask to talk
to you ...well. here it is ... I'm
asking l
Can it be that, following the less
than complimentary "Pillars of
Society" profile in the 11
January issue of The Phoenix
I
that you are not longer prepared
to talk to any section of the
press?
****
If there was such a position as
Irish Building Services
Ambassador to the World then
Seamus Homan would
undoubtedly be the man for the
job. Indeed, despite the fact that
there is no such formal position,
Seamus Homan is in fact
fulfilling that role.
In the space of a very short few
years Seamus has received
international recognition for
services rendered to the building
services sector right throughout
the globe. Yes, the globe...this is
no exaggeration.
For instance, did you know that
he is now an Honorary Member
of ABOK (pronounced avock).
the All-Union Association of
Engineers in Heating,
Ventilating, Air Conditioning,
Heat Supply and Building
Thermal Physics which is based
in Moscow.
This association covers all of the
Soviet Union and Eastern Bloc
countries and was formed
intitially to assist with the
promotion and dissemination of
knowledge and technological
developments with a view to
improving the building services
industry in those countries.
Two years ago Seamus was
asked to deilver an adress at
one of their conferences and
has. since then, remained in
regular contact with them. He
was invited back again recently.
They obviously think a great deal
of him, a fact with was endorsed
by the awarding of the Honorary
Membership earlier this month.
Such international recognition is
nothing new to Seamus though.
He already holds a number of
important positions at ASHRAE.
the latest honour in this direction
being his recent nomination by
ASHRAE Council for "Director
At Large".
This is a very senior position
within the ASHRAE hierarchy
which carries with it a great deal
of clout internationally.
The strange thing is that
Seamus is only involved in such
24 BSNews. February 1991
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BIG ClllEF
DRINKING WATER.
W ater Byelaws and regulations almost evelywherenowadays ban the use of fittings with lead solder in
potable \vater systems.
Triflmv Potable Solder Ring Capillary Fittings - e:lch one
stamped TR1VA - provides instant proof that they are
nominally lead free. reassuring customers at a glance that
you're not speaking with 'forked tongue' when you say that
the job's been done according to regubtions.
Triflcm' Potable Solder Ring Capillal) Fittings are perfect for
systems which supply water to baths, basins sinks, drinking
taps. standpipes. etc.. and are ideally suitable for all aspects
of your heating and plumbing installations.
When it comes to joints in potable water systems,
plumbing and heating installations, Triflow is sure to be the
Big Chief (dare we say that nothing else is 'Apache' on
them?)
~TRIFLOW POTABLE
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M y s o N s u p A L I N E
Myson Supaline
Radiators.
It's the way we put
them together that
sets them apart
At Myson we believe that there is more to central
heating installation than meets the eye.
Our radiators prodru:e more heat per square
inch because of the Myson "Iligh Energy
Construction" technique. There are two parts of
a radiator to which a convectorfifl cafl be
welded. The sectio,. between the waterways and
the waterway itself, the latter being far more
difficult and technically demaflding but so much
more effective in ter,ns ofheat output.
The Myson Supaline range comprises over 19
types of radiator across four different heights
suit every individual customer requirement. All
backed up by our free design service.
Impressice? We think so.
Slim and attractive, Myson Supaline radiators
with their high quality finish and slender lines
combine the utmost in efficiency with exceptioool
durability that any discerning buyer will
appreciote.
Look closer and you will recognise our radiators
are built to exact British Kite Mark standards
(and not every manufacturer can say that.. .).
Our rigorous testing procedure ensures that
individual product strength goes far beyond the
requirements ofeveryday u.~age.
To complete the picture, every Myson Supaline ~~
delivered with concealed wall brackets and air
veflt key, clearly coded with .yize and output,
protectively packaged to reach you in perfect
condition.
The Myson range of radiators, thermostatic
valves and lockshield.s, ~y YOllr guarantee of
excellence, so why settle for less.
Given the facts, could you really .ypecify any
other radiatori'
\\',ill' to ~"'''"1 (In·land) Limited. Unil 1:210:.
I'arkmon' Indusllial Eslate. Lon?:mill' Hoad.
Duhlin I~. I n·land. '1(>1l'J>hone: (0 I) S0907.').
Facsimile: (0 I) ':;5:3(;:2~).
Postcode
Telephone
1m:&m31
M y s o N s u p A L I N E
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